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Abstract 
It is known that the partial maximum of nonstationary Gaussian sequences converges in distri- 
bution and that the number of exceedances of a boundary is asymptotically a Poisson random vari- 
able, under certain restrictions. We investigate he rate of Poisson approximation for the number of 
exceedances. We generalize the result known in the stationary case, showing that the given bound 
of the rate depends on the largest positive auto-correlation value (less than 1 ) and the lowest values 
of the nonconstant boundary. We show that for special cases this bound cannot be improved. 
Keywords: Stein-Chen approximation; Rate of convergence; Exceedances; Maxima; 
Nonstationary Gaussian sequence 
I. Introduction and result 
Let {iV,., i ~> 1} be a standardized, nonstationary normal sequence with (auto)- 
correlations {rij, i , j  >1 1}. Thus EX/  = 0 and Var~ = 1 for a l l i  >~ 1. The ex- 
treme value theory of such Gaussian sequences has interested many authors, for instance 
Berman ( 19643, Piterbarg ( 19783, Hiisler (1983), Leadbetter et al. ( 1983 ), dealing with 
the limit distributions of  the suitably normalized extreme values. For instance the linearly 
normalized partial maximum Mr, = sup{~, i ~< n} converges in distribution to a Gumbel 
distribution A(x)  = exp( -  exp( -x ) )  in the stationary case. The following conditions are 
assumed in general for the convergence r sults. 
Suppose that for some decreasing sequence Pn, ]rijf <~ Pli-jl for i ¢ j ,  such that the 
two conditions 
p, < 1 for a l ln  >~ 1, (13 
Pn log n ~ 0 as n ~ oc (Berman's condition) (2) 
are satisfied. Define p as p --- max(O, rij, i ¢ j )  < 1. 
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As boundary values, we use in general a triangular array {u~i, i ~< n, n >/ 1 } such that 
lim sup/~n < OO (3) 
n ----+ OO 
n 
with 2, = ~ i= l  P{Xt 
uniformly to 0¢: 
> uni}. In addition we assume that the boundary values tend 
Un, mi n = min  Uni "---+ O0 as  n ~ c~. (4) 
l <~i<~n 
It was also found that the number Nn of exceedances of such a boundary can be approxi- 
n mated by a Poisson random variable P0(2n ) with mean 2n, where N, = ~i=l  1 (X/ > uni) 
denotes the number of exceedances of the boundary {u,i} by X/, i ~< n and n t> 1. This 
general approximation holds if (1) - (4)  are supposed (cf. Hiisler, 1983, 1986). For prac- 
tical use of the asymptotic theory, it is rather important to know the rate of convergence. 
For the stationary case, results on the rate of convergence have been obtained for 
instance by Hall (1979), Rootz6n (1983), Smith (1988), Reiss (1989), Hoist and Janson 
(1990), and Barbour et al. (1992). The aim of our paper is to extend these results for the 
nonstationary case with nonconstant boundaries. We give an upper bound for the total 
variation distance between Nn and Po()tn). Smith (1988) and Hoist and Janson (1990) 
used the Stein-Chen method to find the rate of convergence in the stationary case. It 
was mentioned that this method can be applied also in the nonstationary case (see also 
Barbour et al., 1992). This is true, if we consider only constant or rather special boundaries 
(see Hiisler and Kratz, 1993). However, for general boundaries, we have to combine 
this technique with the method of Hfisler (1983) for dealing with nonstationary Gaussian 
sequences and general boundaries. Our main result shows that the upper bound of the rate 
of Poisson approximation depends only on the largest positive correlation value p and 
the lowest values of the boundary. It reveals a fact which is not obvious from the result 
in the stationary case. In the stationary case with a constant boundary, our upper bound 
corresponds with the known one. 
For the case p > 0, in the following result we use the constant ct > 0 such that 
2(1 + p) 
2p - g(1 - p) 
for some small e > 0 with e < 2p/(1 - p). It implies that 0~ > (1 + p)/p. 
Theorem 1. Let {X,-, i >t 1 } be a standardized Gaussian sequence with correlations 
{ rij, i, j >1 1} such that (1) and(2) hold. Let the boundary values { Uni } be such that (3) 
and (4) hold. Then 
(i) / fp  > 0, we have 
( { }+-, 1 2 1 p AteU,.mm/~ ~ d(Nn,Po(2n)) = O 1 exp - 2 un'min " 1 q - /9  
Un, min 
with A(s) = sup {Pk log k : k >1 s} and 
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(ii) zfp = 0, then 
d(Nn,Po(~.n) )=(Un,  minexp{-0  ~U2n min, }~ ). l <nPl 
The first term dominates the rate of convergence for p > 0 in cases where A(s) converges 
fast to 0 as s --+ cx). This holds if Pk converges sufficiently fast to 0 as k ---+ oo. In this 
case, the rate d(N, ,Po(2n))  depends only on the lowest boundary value Un, min and the 
largest positive correlation p. It extends the results of the stationary case with constant 
boundaries in a natural way. This is discussed in detail in Section 3. 
In the next section we present the proof which is using an extended version of Lemma 
3.4 of Hoist and Janson (1990). In the last section we comment in detail on the result. We 
think that it is, for the general case, rather an accurate bound. However, it can be improved 
for a given boundary and a special Gaussian sequence. This is implied by adapting our 
proof to such a given special case. In addition, by a tedious calculation of the constants it is 
possible to give an upper bound for the constant used in the rate of Poisson approximation. 
Finally we apply the result o two examples. 
2. Proof 
n Note that ;~, is the expectation of Nn = Y~=l Zi, the number of exceedances, where 
Zi -- 1 (Xi > u,i) is the indicator of an exceedance at i. Then Theorem 8.A of Barbour 
et al. (1992) implies the bound 
d(N,,Po()~,))  <~ 1 - e-~" ' rC2ni + ~ Icov (Zi, Zj)  I , (5) 
~n 1 <<.i,j<~n, i4j
where rt,i = EZi = 1 - ~(u, i) .  • and q~ denote the standard normal distribution and 
density functions, respectively. We see immediately that the first sum is smaller than 
2n( l -- ~( Un, min )) 2n 1 exp{-~ } = U2 min " 
Un, min 
This term is of smaller order than the bound in the result. It remains to bound the second 
sum. 
It was observed in Hiisler (1983) that it is better to delete some of the events {X, > u,i } 
have to derive a bound which tends to 0. The same is essential here with the Zi, since 
their influence is too large on the sum of the covariances, but negligible on 5/,. Thus the 
proof is based on splitting suitably the Z, into groups. 
We need also a generalization fLemma 3.4 of Hoist and Janson (1990) (or of Lemma 
8.1.4 in Barbour et al. (1992)). We use a general nonstationary Gaussian sequence {Xi } 
and any boundary u,i. 
Lemma 2. Let {blni ; i = 1 .... ,n} be such that mini,<n um >~ uo for  some uo > O. 
For any i , j  let Unij = min(u,i ,  unj) and vnij = max(uni, u,j). Then for  some constant K 
depending on uo only and for  any n >~ 2, 
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1) I f  O <~ rij < 1 
i) 0 ~< cov(Zi,Zj) ~ K I-----L-- {~-~2/ ( l+~, j )  --2r#/(l+ro) \ u.,j / Un j , 
ii) 0 ~< cov(Zi,Zj) ~< Krijcp(Unij)q~(vnij) (l-r~j)/(l+r'O. 
2) I f - -1 < rij ~ 0, 
i) 0 ~> Cov(Zi,Zj) > - (1  - ~(u,i))(1 - ~(Unj)) > (1 - 4~(unq)) 2,
2 2 ii) 0 ~< I cov(Zi, Zj) 1~< K(I  - ~(u,ij))(1 - Cb(Vnij)) min(1, [ rij [ UniyV, q +rijv, q). 
The proof follows by adapting the arguments of Lemma 8.1.4 in Barbour et al. (1992) for 
unequal bounds Uni and Unj. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. (A) To prove Theorem 1 in the case p > 0, we need the construc- 
tion of Hiisler (1983), by splitting up the boundary values {u,i, i <~ n} for every fixed n 
into groups gh of similar values. 
Let {1,... ,n} = [.J~, dh tOdoo for fixed n, where 
Jh = {i;ah <~ Uni < ah+l} ,  h < oo, 
al - - - - -  Un, min, 
ah = flah- 1 = fib- 1 u~, min; h /> 2 
with fl and 6 < p such that 
21+p 
f l - -  >2 ,  
e l -p  
J~={i ,  Uni = ~} 
(1 - p)e 
0<~< 
4(1 + p) - (1 - p)e' 
where e > 0 is fixed, given in Theorem 1. It implies that 
1 -3  1 2 1 -p  
> - -  
1+3 fl ~ l+p 
Then let fh = ~-~i~jh( 1 - q~(uni)) and (7 = {1, h > 1 " fh  > exp(-a2/(2fl))}. 
In the following K denotes a genetic constant which may vary from line to line. As 
mentioned the number of exceedances i  split up with respect o h E G and h E G ¢ 
into a number iV,* of 'important' exceedances, Am* = Y~4~u{Je hoG} Zi, and the remaining 
ones. Then 2~ = ~-]i~u{J~: h~a}( 1 - ~(Uni)) denotes the mean number of 'important' 
exceedances. We bound the total variation d(Nn, P0(2n)) by 
d(Nn, Po(2n)) <. d(Nn,N*) + d(N*,Po(2*)) + d(Po(2*),Po(2~)). (6) 
(a) We derive an upper bound for the first term in (6). 
We have 
a(N~,N~) <~ P{N~ # N*} 
=P E o} 
{iev{Jh: hea~} z~ ¢ 
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\iEU{Jh: hcG} 
~< ~ (1 -- ~)(Uni)) 
iEU{&: h~G ~} 
= Efh .  hcG c 
Using the definition of G and of the ah'S, we find that for h E G c 
/~2h-3 2 
= exp 2 Un'min }
~<exp{ fl(2h-3)U:min}2 
sincefl > 2andh > 1. 
Hence, by summing these bounds on 2 ~< h E G c 
1 2 =o(exp{--~Un,  min}/Un, min) 
({ 12 ) 
= o exp - ~/gn, min 1 Un, min . (7) 
(b) An upper bound for the third term in (6) is also easily found. 
d(Po(2n),Po(2n)) <<, 12n - 2n] = E fh. hEG c 
This sum is bounded also by the r.h.s, of (7). Thus d(Po(2* ), P0(2n)) is also asymptotically 
negligible. 
(c) The middle term of (6) is bounded now by the Stein-Chen method, i.e. by using 
(5). Note that in these terms only time points i E Uhe6 Jh are  considered. This is always 
assumed without indicating it in the following. By (5) we get 
d(N*,Po(2*)) ~<1-  exp{-2~} (~i T~2ni_~ - E lcov(Zi, Zj) [ ) 
2; ~+/ 
~< (1 - exp{-2;})(1 - +(Un, min)) 
1 - exp { -  2~ } 
+ I cov(Z, zj) I 
~< (1  - -  exp{--2~ })qg(Un, min)/Un, min 
+21 -- exp{--2~} ~ I cov(Zi,Zj) l 
2; i<j 
K (exp{-U2n, min/2}/Un, min + ~-~lcov(Zi,Zj)[ .  
i<j 
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It remains to bound the double sum on i , j  E UhcGJh. First we deal with the points i, j 
such that rij > 6. Since Pn log n --+ 0 as n ~ co, for every i we have rij > 6 for at most 
no indices j 's .  
By Lemma 2(li), we have 
0 ~< cov(Zi, Zj ) <~ K (qJ(unij) ~ 2/(i +'U)(unij )-2rq/(l +r 0 ) 
\ Unij / 
<-I+.t.T, j  ) , . , .  , 




~gno(  Z ((p(Uni'"~)~2/(l+P'(uni) -2p/(I+p) 
i: u.i~u,q \ Uni /I 
( ~O(Unj) ~ 2/(l+p) ) 
+ E (Unj) -2pf(I+p) 
j: u,,,>u., \ Unj .] 
~-~ K n o (~O(Un'min)~ (1-p)/(l+p)(Un min)-2p/(l+P)Z q~(Uni) 
k Un, min .] ' i Uni 
. . ~x(1-p)l(l+p)/U - <~ K no ~.qg[.Un, min) ) / n, min 
and finally we obtain 
{ cov(Zi, Zj) <<. K exp - ~ Un, min 1 7 Un, min. 
i<j: ro>6 
A careful calculation of the constants K shows that we might select in the last statement 
K = 2(2x) -6/O+6)-(1-p)/20+p)(1 + p)3/2(1 - p)-l/2 no 2n. 
It remains now to consider only the sum on points i , j  such that rij <<. 6. We split up 
this sum into partial sums, such that i E Jh and j E Jh,, h, h' E G. These partial sums are 
denoted by Shh,, defined by 
Shh' = ~ [ cov(Zi, Zj) I" 
iGJh, jGJht . r, 7 <~ 3
Then each sum Shh' is split into the four terms S~!, 1 ~< l ~< 4, whether li - j [  ~< 7h' or 
I i - J l  > 7h' and whether ij <<. 0 or 0 < rij < 6, with 
7h' = exp {a],/~} 
and 
2(1 + p) 
2p - e(1 - p) 
as given in Theorem 1. 
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(1) Consider the case where - 1 < rij <~ O. 
( i) First suppose [ i - j  1< 7h', defining the first partial sum S~lh !. By Lemma 2(2i), we 
have 
[ cov( l i ,Z j )  [4 (1 -- ~(Uni))(1 -- ~(Unj) ) .  
Hence for h ~< h' 
sh ~ < ~2(1  - @(u.~)) h ~ 
icdh jEah,, [j-i[ <~)'h' 
< ~(1  -- ~(un i ) )  
ieJh JeJh', I j- i l  <~)'h' 
<~ 2 f h(~p(ah, )/ah, )Th r. 
(1 - ,~(u. j ) )  
(1  - ¢(ah , ) )  
Now 1 < exp{a], / (2f l )} fh', for 1 < h' C G, thus 
hh' <~ Kyh'fhfh' exp -- -- (1/f l ))  ah, 
:~ . ,  exp{ ~o~(~ . . . .  
<~gfhfh '  exp { -- ~U2n, min ( 1 . . . .  
using the definition of  7h'. I f  1 ---- h -- h ~, 
S(I) ll ~< f lT t (1  - t~(Un, min)) 
2 .<~exp{ lu:m,n~, ~)}/U~m~~ ' 
o(exp{' ~,m,n (' ~1 !)}/'min) 
using 1 -2 /~ > 1 - 1/fl-2/~. 
Obviously,  ~h fh ~< 2, ----- O(1),  and we get 
~,,, {-'U~min(l l~)}/ hh' ~< K exp - Un, min. 
h<h' 2 ' // 
( i i)  Suppose now [ i - j t > 7h,, defining the second term Ohh"~(2) By Lemma 2(2ii), we 
have 
2 2 [ cov(Zi, Zj) I ~< K(1 - @(u.ij))(1 - @(vngj))(Lrijlu.ijvngj ÷ r~jv.,j) 
</s : (1  - v(~, . , j ) ) (1  - 4'(v.~j))lrijlv2.,j 
< x:p~,(1  - ¢ (u .~ j ) ) ( l  - ¢(v.~j))v2.~j. 
Therefore, for 1 ~ h ~< h', 
Sh 2) <~ Kp~,h. ~(1 -- @(uni)) ~ (1 -- @(unj))a2,+l h' 
iE_Jt, jEJh r , j-- i> )'h~ 
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<~ Kp~h,a],+l f~( l  - ~2)(Uni)) E (1 - ¢I)(unj)) 
iEJh jEJht, j--i> ~h j 
<~ Kpr~, a2h, f h f  h,. 
The definition of 7h' implies that P~h, ah 2' = ~PTh, log(yh,) ~ 0 as 7h' ~ OO. By the 
definition of A(s) we get P~h, log(~'h,) ~< A(exp{u2n, min/u}) --* 0 as n ~ c~. 
It follows that 
Sh (2) K A(exp{u2n, min/C~} ) f h f  h, h' <" 
and thus 
~(2) ~< K A(exp{u2. min/~}) Z Ohh ~ 
h <~h ~ 
since again ~h f h = 0(1 ). 
(2) Consider now the case where 0 ~< rig < 6. 
(i) Suppose first I i - j  1< 7h'; this gives the third term S~!. By Lemma 2(lii), we have 
Cov(Z i ,  Zj  ) ~ Krij qg( Uni j )~9( Vni j )(1 -- r,i )/(1 +r,i) 
<<. Kvnij(1 - ~( Unij ) )(p(1)nij ) ( l-r~i )/( l +rij ) 
<~ Kv~ij(1 - ¢( u.ij ) )(1 - ~l)( Vnij ) )q)(1)nij ) - 2rij/( l+rO )
<<, Kv2,ij( 1 -- ~( Uni ))( 1 -- ~( Unj ) )q~( v,ij )-  26/0 +~) 
For 1 < h ~CGandh < h pweget  
Sh 3) K~(1  h' ~ -- ~(Uni))  E 
iEJh jE J  h, , j - - i  <~ )'h' 
<< K ( qg( ah, ))(1-6)/(l+6)ah,~:h,f h 
<~ Kfh fh ,  Th, ah, exp - 2 h' ~ 1 ~ 6 
=Kfhfh ,ah ,  exp -- a~, 1+(~ 
( ¢p( ah, ) )O-6)/O +6) ah, 
1 
using the definition of 7h'. I f  1 ~< h = h ~, we separate the cases with uni <~ unj and 
u~i > u~j. By the same steps we obtain the bound: 
h ~ gfhah exp - 2 1 + 6 " 
Note that for 1 < h E G this term can be bounded by 
K f h f  hah exp { -- 1 2 1-- ~5 1 ! ) } (1 -~ 6 fl
Together, it implies now 
K'(3) ~ Kunmin exp ~ n, min \ i -T6  fl ~-~hh~ , -- 
h << h I 
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(ii) Finally we consider the terms with ] i - j  [>~ 7h' (and rij <<. 6); it gives the fourth 
term S~ 4h!. 
Let p' = P~'h," By Lemma 2(2ii) 
cov( Zi,Zj ) <~ Kp' (1 - ~(Unij ))Vnij(P(t)nij ) (I-p')/(I+p'). 
For 1 ~< h ~< h r, 
Sh 4) h' <~ Kp '~(1  - ~(uni)) ~ (1 - ~(unj)) 
iCJh JEJh,, j - - i>) '# 
×a~,+l(q~(ah,+ 1 ))-2p'/(l+p') 
<~ Kp'a2h,+l (q~(ah,+l ))-2P'/(l+P') f h f  h, 
( fl2p, } , 2 
<<- Kfhfh'  exp ~ 1-~--ps a], _ P ah,. 
2 
But (fl2p'/(1 + p'))a 2, <<. ~fl2A ( exp { - ; -  })u'"°"" ~n--,~ 0 by the same arguments as in Part 




({'}) Z ~,(4) /An, rain ohh' ~<KA exp - -  . 
h<~h ~ 
(3) Combining the above inequalties, we get 
1 2 1 2 .)}/U.,m. 
+Un, min exp{ - 1 2~un,min(\ll'~-~ fll ! )}  
/u., mln 
) 
by the definition of c~, fl, and 6, for any small ~. 
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Thus, we obtain for the second term d(N~, P0(2 n )) in (6) 
1 2 1 
d(gn'e°()tn)) ~g[ (exp{- '2Un 'min}q-exp(  -2  !u2min' 1~pP})/un'min 
+A (exp {~}) ]  
~<K[exp{_  1 2 ( I -p ]~ +A(exp{~}) ]  ~Un, min~ l _[_-"'~ f /Un, min 
Finally, combining the different bounds for the three terms in (6) we get the first 
statement in Theorem 1 by the choice of ~ and ft. 
(B) We consider now the case p = 0. We use rather similar arguments as in the 
above Part (A). We use the same construction of Jh and G with some fl > 2. Note that 
fl2(1 - (1/2fl)) > 1. 
We know from the first part of the proof that 
d(Nn,Nn ) + d(Po(2n),Po(2*)) = o(  exp ( - ~U2,min } /Un, min) • 
Hence we consider first the bound for Sll. By Lemma 2(2ii) 
Sll ~< K ~ (1 - #(u.i))(1 - a~(u~j))lrgjlv2gj 
i, jCJi 
~< K ~-~ (1 ~(Uni))(1 2 -- -- fI)(Un, min ))Un, min E Pl 
iCJi l <~ n
~gf l  exp( -  ~U2,min}Un, min~<~nPl. 
In the same way we approximate he other terms Sh,h, for h <~ h': 
Sh,h' <~ K)-'~(I - ~(Uni))(1 - ~(ah,))a], ~Pt 
iEJh l ~n 
<~Kfhfh, exp( - 1 2 (1--  1 
since 1 
(h, h" )sg( I. I ) 
by the choice of / / :  f12(1 - 1/2fl) > 
statement of Theorem 1. [] 
< h t C G. Taking the sum on h ~< h t without 1 = h = h ~, we get 
{ E Shh' <~ K E fh E fh' exp - - Un, min E Pl h,h' h h' 2 n, mmr k 2"fl ) l<~n 
~<K exp{ - 1 2 re ( l -  1  U.,min. 
1 2 
=°(exp( - -  ~Un, min}Un, minl~<~nP' )" 
1. Combining the two bounds provides the second 
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3. Some remarks and examples 
There are some points on the accuracy of  our result worth to be mentioned. 
Remark 1. Note that we are separating in the proof the boundary values u~i from the 
correlation values rij. This gives general bounds which are accurate for certain boundaries, 
but naturally not for all. I f  the type of boundary and the correlation function are known, 
this information can be used in the proof what leads to a better ate of convergence. This 
is shown in Example 1. 
Remark 2. In case that f l  ~ 0, the result can be improved also. We do not need to 
use Un, min in the bound of Theorem 1. The proof can be adapted also to this situation to 
improve the rate by using e.g. U*,min = min{ah, 1 < h E G} instead of Un, mi n. The rate 
is improved if f l  is of smaller order than the bound of Theorem 1 using U*,min. 
Remark 3. For the case where ] i - j [ > Yh', we can also obtain the following bound 
E [ Cov(Z/, Zj ) I 
i<j, ]i--jl >yh, 
<. K ~ ] rij l (e-UZ",mi" l(rij <<O) + e-U]'mm/(l+P:h' )l(ro >O)  
t<J, J--l>yht 
for p > 0. If we compare this bound with the one given in the proof, we note that the 
rate is worse if we choose for instance 2 Un, mi n = c log n with 0 < c < 2. This bound is 
suitable for the stationary case with Un,2 rain = 2 log n - log log n + o(1) (cf. Hoist and 
Janson, 1990). In general, this bound is not accurate. 
Remark 4. I f  we assume that {Xk } is m-dependent, and that uni = u, with un such that 
n( 1 - O(u~)) = 2~, then we get by a little more careful analysis of  the bounds used in the 
proof that 
d(Nn,Po(2n)) ~ (2r0 -(1-p)/O+p) (1 + p)3/2 
x/1 -p  
×m2,,( l + o( 1 )) n -(1 -p)/O+p) (log n) -p/(I+p), 
Thus we get the same rate of convergence which was derived by Rootz6n (1983) for 
stationary Gaussian sequences. He showed also that it is the best possible rate in this case. 
Hence our general bound is the best possible for some cases. 
Example 1. We consider simply a boundary with two levels, of which the lower is smaller 
than the usual boundary in the stationary ease. 
/-C - log n for i < no ~< n with no n -c/2 < K1V/~ n, 
Uni ~-" V n for i >~ no 
with vn > X/c log n =: un for some c,0 < c < 2, where no depends on n, tending to oo 
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as n ~ oe. Let vn be such that n(1 - q~(Vn)) = O(1). Then 
n 
/~n = Z(  1 -- ~)(Uni)) = n0(1 - ~(un) )  + O(1)  
i=1 
¢p( un ) no n- 
~<n0 +O(1) - -  ~< K+O(1)  < oo. 
Un v/~ V/ c log n 
By Theorem 1, we have in the case p > 0 
[ 1 n_C(l_p)/2(l+p ) + A(nC/(2~)) ] d(Nn,Po(2n)) <~ K V/c log n 
with ~ > (1 + p)/p. The higher level vn has no influence on the rate. 
In the case p --- 0 we get immediately 
d(Nn,Po(2n)) <~ K ~  -c/2 n ~Pt. 
l <<.n 
We can improve the rate by taking only ~J-]t<no Pt instead of the larger sum with all n 
terms. This is possible since we know the special form of the boundary. This improvement 
is significant if Pz tends slowly to 0, such that the sum does not converge. 
Example 2. We use now a linear boundary 
{ an(i-1)+bn for i<  no ~< n, Uni oo for i ~> no 
with an > O, bn ---+ oo and no ~ oo as n --+ cx~. Then 
no 
~n = Z(  1 -- ~(Uni))  
i=1 
____ l  no 1 { (an(i-1)+bn)2 } 2  
exp  - 
1 no-I 1 exp{  (anj+bn)2} 
-- v~ j~-_o anj + bn 2 
~< ~n~bn exp - exp{-anbnj} 
l { ~} 1 
- v~b---~ exp - 1 -exp{-anb .} '  
By Theorem 1, if p > 0, 
d(N~,Po(2n)) <<. K ~ exp 
with e > (1 + p)/p, and i fp  = 0 
bZ" l - P } + 1T p
d(Nn,Po(2n)) <<. K bn exp{-b2n/2} ~-]~pt. 
l <~n 
As in Example 1 we can replace in this example Y']~t<, Pl by ~~t<no Pt. 
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